
 

Methods for Forming Groups 

 

Index Cards/Paper:  Colored index cards or white index cards with 

symbols, stickers, stamped images; paper slips or card stock cut to size 

with clip art, shapes (paper, construction paper, card stock, etc.)   

Knowledge Cards:  Content specific vocabulary terms; geometric 

shapes; equations; quotes; parts of speech; verb conjugations; poetic 

lines; famous figures; song titles or lyrics; lists… 

Coded Activity Sheets:  Code activity sheets or worksheets with 

highlighted words, colored symbols, stickers, rubber-stamped images, 

and punches (holes, stars, hearts, etc.). Use different colored highlighters 

to highlight specific text on a handout or simply different colored ink and 

symbols like:         … 

Playing Cards:  Remove the aces, kings, queens, and jacks from a deck 

of cards to use cards to form groups—like numbers, different numbers, 

numbers that add up to equal a specific number, prime numbers, card 

designs—keep them guessing. 

Novelty Items:  Party favors, shaped rubber bands, pick-up sticks, 

dominoes, game pieces, colored paper clips, buttons, colored craft sticks. 

Forming Groups:  Direct students to form partners, trios, or quads by 

using same group-forming-items or different group-forming-items.  

Change existing groups by changing directions for grouping.  Pairs can 

join pairs, groups can be like symbols or colors or all different symbols 

or colors.  Colors or symbols may also be used to indicate order of 

student presentations and/or sharing as well as determining recorder, 

reporter, time-keeper, etc. 

Tips:  Collect items to form groups.  Coordinate the group-forming-

items with content, to reinforce that content. Those group-forming-items 

that are index cards or paper, can be used for formative assessment.  At 

the end of a learning segment, students can respond in writing to a 

prompt, which can be turned in at the end of the lesson. 
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